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1. Current through the impurity

On the last exercise sheet an Anderson impurity model with multiple baths was discussed. Consider now the
situation in which only 2 baths are in tunneling coupling with the impurity. If the chemical potentials of the
two baths are maintained at a constant difference we obtain a net stationary current through the system.

1. Prove that the current flowing from the bath α towards the impurity is given by the formula:

Iα = γα
∑
σ

{
f+α (εd)P0 + [f+α (εd + U)− f−α (εd)]P1σ − f−α (εd + U)P2

}
Hint: Start with the definition of the current as the average particle variation on the impurity.

2. Prove that, according to the previous formula, the stationary currents Iα vanish if the two baths have the
same chemical potential and the same temperature.

3. Prove that, in the stationary limit, I1 = −I2 where 1 and 2 indicate the two baths.

2. Nakajima-Zwanzig in interaction picture

Consider a system-bath described by the Hamiltonian:

H = HS +HB +HT

where [HS , NS ] = [HB , NB ] = 0 being NS and NB respectively the system and bath number operators. More-
over, assume a the tunnelling Hamiltonian HT of the form:

HT = t
∑
ikσ

c†kσdiσ + h.c.

where c†kσ creates a particle with spin σ and momentum k in the bath and diσ destroys a particle with spin
σ in the system orbital i. Prove that, if the total density matrix is factorized at the time t = 0 in which all
representations coincide (i.e. ρ(0) = ρS ⊗ ρB with ρB the thermal equilibrium density operator) the following
relation holds:

P ρ̇I(t) =

∫ t

0

dsPLT,I(t)GQ,I(t, s)LT,I(s)PρI(s)

where

GQ,I(t, s) = T← exp

[∫ t

s

dt′QLT,I(t′)
]
,P[•] = TrB{•} ⊗ ρB ,Q = 1− P and LT,I(t)[•] = − i

~ [HT,I(t), •]

.

Frohes Schaffen!
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